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Synopsis
"The Medical Marijuana Growers Guide. NATURES PHARMACY." Is an extensive guide on cannabis cultivation. Learn how to grow medicinal grade marijuana from seed to harvest. This quick start guide starts out with the basics and works up to more advanced growing techniques that will increase quality and yield. The guide is an easy read and whether you are a beginner, a hobbyist or a seasoned professional entering the medical or recreational market, something can be learned from this guide and my 45 years of practical experience. Also as a bonus to this guide, I have produced instructional videos that I have published on YouTube. The links are in the back of the guide. Peace And Prosperity For All.
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Customer Reviews
There was a lot of information that any grower could use! There are a couple sections that are more opinion than grow fact but that’s okay I enjoy his view of things! Overall a great read for growers

A practical guide for growers of all skill levels, as most guides do not focus solely on soil grows.
Would give higher rating if certain things were explain in further detail. And better photos.

Love Chef B!
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